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Battletech Killing Fields: Book II of the Capellan Solution [Loren Coleman] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Hoping to reunite the renegade St. Ives Compact with his own Capellan Federation,
Chancellor Sun-Tzu Liao launches an all-out war in which no one can end up a winner and embarks on one final
desperate gamble to regain control of a civil war that has transformed.

Xin Sheng Commonality, Capellan Confederation 21 February The blue-white arc of particle projection
cannon fire snaked into the thick stand of trees and sliced low into a large elm. Moisture in the wood flashed
to steam, splintering the bole in its rush to expand. The energy stream ate up the splinters and carved deeper,
cutting through to scorch earth on the far side even as the majestic tree began to topple. Sitting ten meters off
the grown in the cockpit of his new Emperor assault BattleMech placed Major Warner Luna nearly at a height
with the tops of the trees. Certainly he out massed them. Major Luna noted the event but otherwise paid it little
heed. BattleMechs, war machines built mostly along humanoid lines, heavily armed and armored, had reigned
supreme on the battlefields for well over three hundred years. And in an assault-class machine especially,
about the only thing a MechWarrior had to be concerned with was another BattleMech. He returned fire with
twin large lasers, not surprised to see the ruby streams miss wide. A few more scattered bolts of gemcolored
laser fire flashed between the trees at his Blackwind Lancers and equally hidden members of the Third
Confederation Reserves sniped at each other. We only need to buy a few more seconds, he thought, dismissing
the errant laser fire as he gauged the final moments of his battle plan. Keep them pinned down. He knew that
the Third Reserves had nowhere to go; outnumbered, their backs to the bayou and his Lancers pressing in on
three sides. They simply waited for the final charge and watched for a miaracle. A position not wholly unlike
that of the St. Luna swallowed against a suddenly rancid taste. Now there was a thought he could have
without, at least for a little while longer. Ives Compact had once been a Capellan Commonality until splitting
off from the Confederation during the Fourth Succession War thirty years prior. The war against Houses
Davion and Steiner left the Capellan Confederation in shambles, too weak to prevent the loss of the Compact.
The Compact realized those fears soon enough. Barely two years ago-Luna could hardly believe it so
recent-Chancellor Sun-Tzu Liao, then also First Lord of the resurrected Star League, announced his intention
to tour the Confederation-Compact border. Despite what was shaping up to be a victory here, he knew the
Compact was not faring well in its fight to remain a free and independent state. The author would like to thank
you for your continued support. Your review has been posted.
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The killing fields (battletech, book 45) by loren l coleman, (book 45 in the battletech series) a novel by loren l coleman
with the hope of reuniting the renegade st ives compact with his own capellan federation, chancellor sun tzu liao has
gone to war.

Now, a new movie called Texas Killing Fields is in theaters. However, here are the basics on the murders that
have haunted the area for decades. Just 50 miles long, over the past 38 years nearly 40 women and young girls
have been murdered or vanished along this highway. Their bodies have been dumped in fields, parks and the
many bodies of water in the area, usually in a sickening state. As of today, the killer is still on the loose. He
first struck June 17, Colette Wilson, 13, had been dropped off from school band practice by the conductor at a
bus stop. The young girl seemingly disappeared from the face of the earth. Five months later her nude body
was discovered 40 miles away. She died of a single gunshot wound to the head and her flute was never
located. Brenda Jones, 14, disappeared while walking to Galveston General Hospitalâ€”right off Iâ€”to visit a
sick relative. Her body was found the next day floating in Galveston Bay, a slip crammed into her mouth and
dead of a head wound. Gloria Gonzales, 19, disappeared on October 28, from near her home in Houston.
Before bloody was over three more girls would be dead. Alison Craven, 12, disappeared November 9, her
body found four months later. Debbie Ackerman, 15, and her friend Maria Johnson, both 15, went to the mall
November Their bodies were found floating in the water two days later, both shot in the back of the head,
their feet and hands bound. For nearly 40 years, the agony of loved ones has continued like an insidious twist
of the knife. As the years then decades passed, the carnage continuedâ€”and still no peace. Who is the maniac
stalking, raping, killing and beheading the women of south Texas? Police fear there may even be even more
than a single serial killer in the area. Someâ€”including notorious serial killer Henry Lee Lucas, who boasted
of murdering more than people in a year rampageâ€”have confessed to the slayings. Lucas is dead now but
detectives believe their man is still lurking, waiting, ready to kill again. Criminal profiler John White believes
the killer is a white male between the ages of 55 and Just 14, she left behind her purse and a new coat her
father bought her. But when he came home, the door was open and Sandra was gone. Her body has not been
found and police believe she was murdered. A dog discovered the body of cocktail waitress Heidi Villareal
Fye, 23, carrying her skull to a nearby house. She had vanished six months earlier walking to use the
payphone at the same convenience store where Laura Miller disappeared. Att Wingo, who worked on a
number of the probes. Because many rootless people roam in and out of the Texas Gulf Coast area, a
substantial number of the victims lie nameless in a chilly morgue. The area also has a high number of
registered sex offenders. Krystal Jean Baker, 13, disappeared March 15 The pretty teen was last seen using a
telephone at a Texas City convenience storeâ€”like many of the other victims. Several hours later fishermen
found her sexually ravaged body. Krystal had been beaten and strangled to death. Her mum Monetta remains
haunted. Every time I see kids using that same pay phone, I just shudder. This time the victim was Laura Kate
Smither, The aspiring ballerina vanished while jogging near her home. Seventeen grim days later her body
was found on the edge of a pond near Iâ€”she was nude except for one sock and a ring. She had been
decapitated. And like in a number of other cases the only clue police had to go on was the dark pickup truck.
As the s came to a close, the killing machinery seemed to slow down. Fewer bodies were being foundâ€”and
they were unrelated to the I killer. Had he gone dormant? Was he in jail? Or was he dead? But sometimes it
seems like Star Trek
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With the hope of reuniting the renegade St. Ives Compact with his own Capellan Federation, Chancellor Sun-Tzu Liao
has gone to war for control of the Compact. But as months of battle turn to years of war, the growing list of the dead has
begun to darken his brightest dream.
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This is second book in the Capellan Solution series of BattleTech Novels. I found this book and the series to be a good
return to the political strife of the Inner Sphere and away from the Clans.
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Battletech Killing Fields: Book II of the Capellan Solution Average rating: 0 out of 5 stars, based on 0 reviews Write a
review This button opens a dialog that displays additional images for this product with the option to zoom in or out.
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The Killing Fields by Coleman, Loren L. Penguin Group USA. Used - Very Good. Light to moderate shelf wear.
Complete. Clean pages.
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Battletech 45 killing fields book ii of the capellan, battletech killing fields: book ii of the, battletech killing fields: book ii of
the capellan solution by coleman, loren and a great selection of similar used, new and collectible books.
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Find great deals for Battletech: The Killing Fields Bk. 2 by Loren L. Coleman (, Paperback). Shop with confidence on
eBay!
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The Killing Fields, by Loren L. Coleman, is the second book in The Capellan Solution duology. It covers the last year of
the Capellan-St. Ives War and its monstrous conclusion. Contents.
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